
HOW SECURE HYBRID 
SD-WAN IS REDEFINING 
NETWORKING  
AND WHAT IT MEANS 
FOR YOUR BUSINESS

The recent upsurge in applications, automation 
and devices has left traditional networks 
stretched to their limits. As complexity grows, 
and security becomes priority number one, 
SD-WAN alone is not enough to power most 
organisations.

https://www.brennanit.com.au/?utm_source=PDF&utm_medium=ebook&utm_campaign=Secure-Hybrid-SD-WAN
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01. OVERVIEW

In a connected world, your data network up-time 
and performance can be the key to driving your 
business’ productivity.
However, for many organisations, legacy low speed and unmanaged 
network architecture restricts innovation.

For too long, organisations – especially those with distributed sites 
- have relied on traditional Wide Area Networks (WANs) to support 
communication between their locations. Networks have been added 
to, piecemeal, with generations of equipment and operating systems 
that operate with variable degrees of compatibility.

Now, faced with an increasingly mobile and agile workforce that 
demands flexibility, speed and the highest data security, traditional 
WANs are no longer able to maintain pace.

As a consequence, many organisations are undergoing a digital 
transformation and adapting Software-Defined Wide-Area Network 
(SD-WAN) technology. This is providing direct internet connectivity 
between multiple business locations and more efficient access to the 
cloud and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) applications.

At Brennan, we believe that SD-WAN works best when it overlays a 
stable and secure MPLS, recommending a Managed Hybrid Network 
Service to deliver the optimal balance of security, control, performance 
and value for money.

To rely on exceptional data speeds, advanced external security 
protection and high resilience, you need a Hybrid MPLS and SD-WAN 
solution, with an SD-WAN that is ideally carrier agnostic, so that you 
have the flexibility to choose a hybrid solution that’s best tailored to 
meet the individual organisation’s needs.

Hybrid Networking SD-WAN gives organisations the best of both 
worlds – the control and confidence of MPLS and the value presented 
by broadband internet – by dynamically routing traffic based on the 
application that’s being used to optimise the network’s performance.
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02. THE PROBLEM WITH WAN

Traditional WANs were developed to work 
efficiently within stable environments.
In the past, making changes to the core network were expensive and 
time consuming, but were not often needed, which meant that the 
costs could be absorbed.

The advent of cloud services and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) 
applications provided a solution, however they too placed excessive 
pressures on traditional WANs - and the pressures have continued 
to mount. Most significantly amongst them is the building cost of 
the SaaS platforms that are being packed into modern organisations 
- OPEX costs that are becoming increasingly complicated to extricate 
yourself from – and increasingly complex to link into organisations’ 
hybrid infrastructures.

Today, within an increasingly agile world and with business traffic 
increasing by 20% per annum i, organisations are demanding more 
flexibility from their IT than ever before.

Networks are now expected to manage a rapidly increasing number of 
diverse devices, with approximately 30% of organisation’s applications 
run in the cloud. ii

Many organisations are expanding their locations, and typically have a 
quarter of their workforce working remotely on a regular basis. iii

Those with remote workers and multiple locations, require constant, 
highspeed reliable bandwidth for voice, video, internet, and data 
applications.

On top of that, networks are dealing with disparate pieces of 
equipment and operating systems have been added into traditional 
WANs over the years, creating complex infrastructures that further 
diminish overall efficiencies.

0.3 TIME FOR CHANGE
Faced with an increasingly obsolete environment, and the need to 
better connect teams in multiple locations and service customers, 
many organisations have opted to upgrade their traditional WAN 
environment to take advantage of the cloud services that are available.

Their aim is to avoid backhauling traffic from data centres and start 
using direct internet access for cloud applications in an effort to 
improve performance and overall productivity.

However, many have discovered that digital network solutions without 
WAN can lead to performance and cost issues, especially for remote 
branches.

i. Cio Africa, Fortinet launches its Secure SD WAN solution portfolio in East Africa, [Online], Link
ii. Cio Africa, Fortinet launches its Secure SD WAN solution portfolio in East Africa, [Online], Link
iii. Cio Africa, Fortinet launches its Secure SD WAN solution portfolio in East Africa, [Online], Link

https://cioafrica.co/fortinet-launches-its-secure-sd-wan-solution-portfolio-in-east-africa/
https://cioafrica.co/fortinet-launches-its-secure-sd-wan-solution-portfolio-in-east-africa/
https://cioafrica.co/fortinet-launches-its-secure-sd-wan-solution-portfolio-in-east-africa/
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04. SD-WAN TECHNOLOGY

To overcome the risk of performance issues, 
organisations have turned to software defined 
wide-area network (SD-WAN) technology.
SD-WAN technology facilitates direct internet connectivity to multiple 
and remote locations for more efficient access to the cloud and 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) applications.

This more agile, responsive, and less complex networking solution 
eliminates the need for traditional WAN routers, firewalls and 
expensive static hardware.

Furthermore, it delivers more cost-effective connections, such as 
high-speed broadband internet, for improved provisioning times and 
enhanced branch uptime.

05. HOW SD-WAN HAS CHANGED 
THE LANDSCAPE
Rohit Mehra, Vice President of Network Infrastructure at IDC has 
described the emergence of SD-WAN technology as “one of the fastest 
industry transformations we have seen in years. Organisations of all 
sizes are modernising their wide-area networks to provide improved 
user experience for a range of cloud enabled applications.”

In May 2016, Gartner predicted that by the end of 2019, 30% of 
enterprises will use SD-WAN technology in all their branches, up from 
less than 1% at that time. iv

Indeed, infrastructure revenue streams tell the story. 

IDC’s Worldwide SD-WAN Infrastructure Forecast for 2018–2022, 
noted that:

iv. Gartner, May 2016

IN 2017, SD-WAN INFRASTRUCTURE REVENUES 
INCREASED 83.3% TO REACH US$833 MILLION

IN 2018, THIS REVENUE GREW A FURTHER  
58% TO REACH MORE THAN US$1.3 BILLION.

BY 2020, THE SD-WAN MARKET IS EXPECTED TO REACH  
US$6 BILLION WITH A 91% COMPOUND ANNUAL  

GROWTH RATE (CAGR)
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06. WHY SD-WAN IS NOT 
ENOUGH ON ITS OWN

SD-WAN technology on its own exposes 
distributed enterprises to significant risk.
SD-WAN expands a network’s attack surface, making it more 
vulnerable to cyber threats.

A recent Fortinet Threat Landscape Report identified that typical 
organisations experienced 20 cyber-attack related intrusions, with four 
of those resulting in breaches that caused damage such as data loss, 
downtime, or compliance issues. v The majority of cyber-attack-related 
intrusions were advanced threats, designed to bypass conventional 
security measures.

The protection of stateful firewalls is insufficient for cyber-attack-
related intrusions. To minimise the growing risk of cyber-attacks, SD-
WAN technology must incorporate advanced network security such as 
next-generation firewalls.

Solutions, such as the Fortinet secure SD-WAN, deliver best-of-breed 
security, along with high-speed and optimised WAN capabilities across 
entire networks. This provides greater efficiencies for organisations, 
even those with multiple and remote locations.

07. MULTIPROTOCOL LABEL 
SWITCHING (MPLS)

High speed MPLS is still the best choice for 
business critical real-time apps.
Independent ‘boutique’ SD-WAN providers have begun to emerge, 
often claiming that their technology has been designed to replace 
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS). However, SD-WAN and MPLS 
do not do the same thing.

In fact, there is a clear difference:

• SD-WAN is an overlay technology that uses software to create 
layers of network abstraction which can be used to run several 
independent, virtualised network layers over the physical layer.

• MPLS is an underlay technology that sits beneath the network 
infrastructure and provides connectivity.

v. Fortinet & Gartner, Simplifying SD-WAN Operations with Single-pane Management, [PDF] Link

https://www.fortinet.com/content/dam/fortinet/assets/solution-guides/sb-sd-wan-simplified-operations.pdf
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MPLS can be used to deliver anything from IP VPNS to metro Ethernet 
with speed. Route efficiencies are significantly improved by labelling 
packets of data so they can reach their destinations much faster, 
without the need for route header analysis.

There are many benefits to an MPLS network, including:

• It connects multiple sites that are geographically diverse

• Sophisticated traffic engineering reduces network congestion, 
enabling traffic to be sent over non-standard paths for improve 
efficiency

• Time-sensitive traffic, such as VoIP, can be prioritised to provide an 
improved user experience

• High-priority traffic can borrow capacity from low-priority traffic 
streams when necessary, to maximise the broadband connection

• Less manual intervention by the network provider minimises the 
risk of network disruption due to human error

• It is easy to migrate to additional locations

• It operates independent of Australia’s spectacularly unreliable NBN

Massive Australian and global institutions, including banks and 
hospitals, have invested heavily in their MPLS networks because 
they require closed, private networks. These organisations are now 
reluctant to move away from their MPLS because of this investment 
and because they perceive it to be tried, true, and less risky than 
migrating to the unknown. Additionally, they contend that a public 
internet connection cannot be guaranteed to deliver the required 
performance.

Other companies that run mission-critical, real-time apps over WAN 
(including VoIP calls, video conferencing and remote desktop) also 
benefit from the private network offered by MPLS. This is because 
within a private network, MPLS enhances communication by 
dramatically increasing speed and shaping network traffic flows. 
Conversely, SD–WAN uses the public internet to connect sites, which 
can cause packet loss, latency and jitter.

Of course, there is no doubt that SD-WAN technology can be an ideal 
replacement for MPLS for organisations that can benefit from central 
network control, traffic management and network automation. This 
is because SD-WAN abstracts intelligence into an easy-to-implement 
virtual overlay, allowing the organisation to design, deploy and modify 
its network quickly and easily from a central location.

However, by using a private network, MPLS remains the fastest data 
carrying technique available, delivering guaranteed performance and 
ample support for important bandwidth-hungry apps. All this being 
said, there is a convenient truth: you don’t have to choose between the 
two – it is more effective and often cheaper to have both.
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08. HYBRID NETWORKING

SD-WAN and MPLS do not do the same thing. 
However, they can be combined to create a 
Hybrid Network for optimal benefit.
Hybrid Networks are designed to achieve a balanced combination 
of security, control, performance and value for money. The network 
leverages a combination of Private IP and MPLS with internet-based 
carriage services and SDWAN technologies where suitable.

09. THE BENEFITS OF A HYBRID 
NETWORK
Many organisations have recognised the advantages of Managed 
Hybrid Networks, which include better costs management, enhanced 
reliability and redundancy, and improved security and efficiencies. 
According to EMA, 43% of enterprises prefer a hybrid network with 
aggregated MPLS and internet. vi

Hybrid WAN refers to using a mix of connections, such as public 
Internet, along with private circuits for WAN transport from branch 
office locations to the data centre and to the cloud. Hybrid WAN 
solved some problems with the older, inflexible WAN architecture, that 
used routers with a single MPLS connection.

An SD-WAN architecture improves hybrid WAN using a software 
defined topology, that is logical and automatically deployed.

It allows for policies to control path selection and configuration and 
can apply greater intelligence to traffic steering. For example, if one 
line is lost or experiences latency, jitter or packet loss; traffic can be 
directed to the other line per-packet without any loss of quality in 
order to maintain application performance.

In order to create a Hybrid SD-WAN, we utilise both MPLS connections 
and SD-WAN Internet tunnels that terminate on Brennan’s core 
network. The SD-WAN is centrally controlled, by core devices in 
combination with their counterpart at the branch or ‘the Edge’. When 
in operation, applications that are best serviced directly over the 
internet, such as Office 365 email and other SaaS applications, can 
have their network traffic breakout directly to the internet.

vi. Network Computing, The Internet is the Future of the WAN, but MPLS will Persist, [Online] Link

https://www.networkcomputing.com/networking/internet-future-wan-mpls-will-persist
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10. BRENNAN’S MANAGED 
HYBRID NETWORK SERVICE
To enable a Hybrid Network architecture, Brennan owns and operates 
its own national core network and partners with multiple ‘last mile’ 
access providers. These partners include Telstra Wholesale, Optus 
Wholesale, AAPT, TPG Wholesale, Vocus, and Superloop among 
others. All last mile services are delivered to Brennan’s nearest core 
network Point of Presence (POP) and are managed and proactively 
monitored by us.

We understand that every business is different and therefore so is 
their IT architecture and environment. At Brennan, a hybrid network is 
designed to meet the individual needs of the business. The solutions 
are completely customisable and are tailored to take advantage of 
existing technology that has the business has already invested in.

We can supply a fully managed end to end network service, or we can 
build on existing internet or network services.

As part of our Hybrid SD-WAN offering we include a fully-managed 
router CPE performing SD-WAN and security, centralised virtual 
firewall internet and a cloud-based dashboard, for real-time visibility 
around branch traffic and applications.

Whether your organisation is looking to adopt new cloud-based 
applications, introduce high-definition video conferencing, move 
to Voice over IP, or expand with new locations, Brennan’s Hybrid 
Network Services will enable your business to grow and prosper, with 
speed, efficiency and security.



WHY ARE WE DIFFERENT? 
We are uniquely positioned to design, manage, and optimise your complete IT environment, or just the parts 
you need help with, so your people can have a truly seamless technology experience, wherever they are 
working.

Our teams are crazy about delivering exceptional customer experience for our clients, which is why we 
continue to invest in our people, systems, and automation. This has resulted in us achieving world class NPS 
ratings of 80+.

Unlike nearly every other Managed Services Provider, Brennan offers a complete range of services across 
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